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Bad Faith - The plaintiffs’ Ocean

Springs home was destroyed in

2005 by Hurricane Katrina – at a

first jury trial in 2013 on coverage

(water versus wind), the plaintiffs

prevailed and took $1.547 million –

however the trial judge dismissed

the claim for extra-contractual

damages and punitive damages

which was reversed in 2017 by the

Court of Appeals – this trial (17

years after the hurricane) was on

those issues (extra-contractual

damages and punitives) and the

plaintiff took $10.457 million

against their insurer

Minor v. USAA, 08-204

Plaintiff: David Baria, Cosmich 

Simmons & Brown, Jackson and James

R. Reeves, Jr., Reeves & Mestayer,

Biloxi

Defense: Charles G. Copeland and 

Timothy J. Sterling, Copeland Cook

Taylor & Bush, Ridgeland

Verdict: $10,457,858 for plaintiff

Court: Jackson

Judge:  Forrest A. Johnson, Jr.

(Special Judge)

Date: 9-23-22

    Paul and Sylvia Minor lived in

Ocean Springs, MS in August of

2005. Their home was designed by

Frank Lloyd Wright and was located

in the city’s Charnley House Historic

District. Hurricane Katrina struck on

8-29-05 and the Minor’s home and

outbuildings were destroyed. The

Minors were insured by USAA

under an all perils policy. However

the policy had a water damage

exclusion. USAA paid a portion of

the loss but denied other portions

based on the water loss exclusion.

    Ultimately the Minors filed suit in

2008 in Jackson Circuit Court. Sylvia

was diagnosed at the time with cancer

and died in 2009. At that time Paul (a

former attorney) was serving time in

federal prison on charges related to a

judicial bribery scheme. The litigation

would thereafter continue on behalf

of Sylvia’s estate which benefitted the

Minors’ two adult children.

    Sylvia’s estate (hereinafter just “the

plaintiff) advanced both a contract

and a bad faith claim. The theory was

that USAA had failed to properly

adjust the claim and that improperly

applied the deductible twice. The

plaintiff also alleged the damage was

caused by wind and not water. USAA

defended the contract claim that the

damage was caused by storm surge.

    As the first trial approached in

September of 2013, the plaintiff was

represented by attorneys Chuck R.

McRae and Oliver Diaz. USAA’s

attorney was Copeland. Judge

Richard Bennett was then presiding.

    On the eve of the 2013 trial, Bennett

granted summary judgment for

USAA on both extra-contractual

damages and punitive damages. The

trial continued on the coverage claim

for two weeks. The verdict was for the

plaintiff and it was awarded a total of

$1,547,291. USAA ultimately paid the

policy limits to the plaintiff. See Case

No. 395 for the original report on the

9-20-13 verdict.

    The plaintiff took an appeal on the

summary judgment question. Before

the Court of Appeals could rule, the

plaintiff had to dodge another arrow.

The plaintiff was sued by McRae and

Diaz (the lawyers) in a fee dispute.


